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About This Game

You are the captain of a star ship and must navigate successfully to Axios station. In this Arcade style 2d space shooter you must
successfully navigate asteroid fields thr 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nathan Norris
Publisher:
Nathan Norris
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019
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OS: Windows 10
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NyxQuest: Kindred Spirits Million to One Hero jumps into Early Access! : "Some heroes overcome challenges. Others create
them." We are very happy to announce that our newest game "Million to One Hero" has jumped into Early Access today!
Million to One Hero proposes a pixelated skill platformer with a powerful in-game editor that goes a step beyond just level
creation: players can use it to create their own adventures. From creating quests, adding NPCs and dialogs, to playing with the
music or the climate of each level, the multiple narrative tools allow players to create their own stories and share them with the
rest of the world. Join the action now and: - Compete in awesome community created feats. - Discover fun witty adventures. -
Show your skill in plenty of speedrunning challenges. - Create and tell your own amazing story. Check our Launch gameplay
trailer! Get in touch with the team and other players in our Steam forums and on Discord [discord.gg] .
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